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Sterling Rope appreciates what can happen in the vertical world. We understand that
what you do matters, and that drives us to create better innovative life-safety products
to help you do your job more effectively. 

On the pages of this catalog, you will find products that have become the standard in
the industrial and rescue fields. Since our beginning, we have worked with the best
instructors and technical rescue experts to design rope which performs extraordinarily
well in many challenging applications.  From bailing out on 50-feet of FireTech 32™, to
tending a litter on 2100 feet of HTP™ high line 700 feet above the desert, Sterling
works to push the technical limits of our products to ensure they are ready to perform
when you need them.

To enhance our offering of great rescue products, Sterling introduced the innovative
F4™ descent control device.  This compact, lightweight device simplifies escape
making it easier and more reliable and intuitive for any fire fighter.  To allow easy rope
deployment from a comfortable, efficient system, we have also developed the
FastBack™ lumbar rope bag and belt system. And there is more to come as we
continue to work on creating effective rope systems for work and rescue. 

While we emphasize field testing of our products, Sterling also understands how
important training is for these products and systems. In 2009, we designed and built
our own in-house training center. Complete with a tower, parapet, bailout windows and
“anchors” such as radiators and pipes that you might find in any building. This
classroom is a perfect setting to not only train, but also to test our new products before
we send them to the field. 

In 1993, Sterling Rope began with the goal of being a different and better rope
manufacturing company. Our mission is to design and produce the highest quality, best
performing, most technically advanced rope for the markets we serve, while providing
the absolute best customer service – to, in fact set the standard.  We endeavor to find
innovative and thoughtful ways to do our business. Thank you for helping us to be the
best life safety rope company in the world. 
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Part Number Denotation Guide

Most items will have a partial part number that can be

found under the product name. These numbers are

then followed by a color code and a specified length.

Colors will either be on a key chart, next to the item or

in a table below the product. 

EXAMPLE: 3/8” SuperStatic Red x 200M

Type Number N095

Color Number 08

Length Wanted      200 meters      

Full Part Number N09508200



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Over the years, Sterling has worked very hard to create the right products for the challenging
environments of rope rescue, industrial safety, rope access, fire services, military, and any
work at height.  Product development at Sterling begins in one of two ways: a customer
request, or a need in the marketplace that we see and believe we can fill.  It is an on-going
process driven by innovation, a desire for continual improvement and the passion to develop
the right rope for the vertical world. 

Working closely with fire departments, certified trainers, and rope access technicians, we are
able to create products that meet the high demands of professionals in the field.  Sterling’s
FireTech 32™, the official escape rope of the New York City Fire Department, was the result
of collaborating with FDNY together we designed a critical component of their personal
escape system.  Product development, collaboration, and innovation have also allowed us to
create other unique products like our highly successful F4™ personal escape device, and the
new FastBack™ lumbar bag. 

Field-testing is a critical step in the product development process and one we take to the
highest level.  Finalizing a new product is more than just a tensile test or even third party
certification, which are important, but don’t tell the whole story.  All of our products are tested
in the field, often for months, by professionals prior to being certified by a third party.
Combining our knowledge of rope manufacturing with feedback from the professionals who
use these products, we are able to produce items that not only perform well when they are
needed the most, but also often exceed expectations.

Product development is a core principal at Sterling Rope. It is built upon the desire to keep
you safe in any technical rope application.   Included in our process are fiber research and
testing, prototype development, drop and tensile testing, gear compatibility tests, field-testing
and finally product certification by third party organizations.  This process itself has evolved
and improved over the past 17 years helping to establish Sterling’s position as a premier
manufacturer of the highest quality, most durable ropes for life-safety in the market.

TESTING STANDARDS
Sterling Rope was awarded ISO 9001:2000 certification in 2002. The ISO 9000 certification
has become the most widely accepted, required, and sought-after validation for a company’s
quality management system. This certification assures that every Sterling Rope customer will
receive a consistent level of quality in both product and service. The ISO standard requires a
company to focus its quality management system around the customer's needs.  This
philosophy has been a cornerstone of Sterling Rope since its inception. As in the past,
Sterling strives to meet and exceed our customer's requirements and expectations - to set the
standard for quality and service in the life-safety markets.  

Sterling Rope has a dedicated quality management department that continuously batch tests,
inspects, and examines the products to make sure each item exceeds the standards as well
as the customers’ expectations.  Sterling also utilizes third party organizations, such as
Underwriters Laboratories (UL®), SGS Yarsley and Apave, to test our products to standards
from National Fire Protection Association, UIAA and CEN.  The NFPA standard for life-safety
products is NFPA 1983.  Dynamic ropes are tested to UIAA 101 and EN 892.  All life safety
products must be labeled according to the NFPA standards, which include an internal ID tape
and a lot tracing number on the hangtag.  
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CONTRACT DEVELOPMENT
We know rope and cord.  Even with our extensive range of products we know that we might
not currently make exactly what you need.  So our R&D team is ready to help you design the
product you want.  In collaboration with customers we have designed and built custom rope
and cord in all sizes utilizing many different types of yarn fiber - from a 2.5mm Twaron draw
cord for heat resistant RIT bags, to specialized 100% Technora 6mm cord for emergency
egress in the work access and wind tower environment, or a new construction of WaterLine
for specific technical water rescue, and many other products.   We have the ability to create
durable, great handling, high performance rope and cord, both quickly and effectively. Sterling
can help you whether it is for designing product or in winning bids or contracts.  Contact a
Sterling Rope sales professional with your specific need and let us help you create the perfect
rope or cord for your project.



3/8”  SUPERSTATIC™

A balanced construction and
higher twist levels make this
rope easy to deploy and handle.

•   100% nylon low stretch
kernmantle

•   Great for SAR teams, fire
departments, and military  

•   Ideal for anchors, ascending
steep terrain and lightweight
rappel lines

NFPA 1983 Light Use

Elongation at  300 lbs 4.20%

MBS lbs (kN) 5,822 (25.9)

Recommended Safe Working Load 582 lbs

Weight (lbs/100') 4.2

9mm SUPERSTATIC™

A smooth tight sheath helps
protect the core from dirt and
debris and allows the rope to
run smoothly through gear.

•  100% nylon low stretch 
kernmantle

•   Ideal for anchors and
lightweight rappel lines

NFPA 1983 N/A

Elongation at  300 lbs 3.5%

MBS lbs (kN) 5,260 (23.4)

Recommended Safe Working Load 526 lbs

Weight (lbs/100') 3.7

N090 N095

SUPERSTATICSUPERSTATIC
Sterling’s SuperStatic™ ropes are 100% nylon and
manufactured on high carrier-count machines, giving them a
uniform construction for better handling and superior durability.
They excel in many applications, such as rope access, rigging,
fire rescue, military and high angle work.  They are designed with
a high denier, durable sheath to reduce stiffness and provide
smooth rappels.  Our tough, resilient cores are engineered to
provide strength, proper elongation and exceptional handling.
These ropes are easy to knot, stay round over edges, and have
optimal elongation when under load. 

Engineered to the highest standards, our SuperStatic ropes are
tested and trusted by top instructors, rescue personnel, and rope
technicians worldwide.
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7/16”  SUPERSTATIC™

Designed for multipurpose
rescue and rappel use, the
7/16" is the top choice for
military operations, mountain
rescue and rope access.

•  100% nylon low stretch 
kernmantle

•   Uniform sheath coverage
for durability, and gear
compatibility, and smooth
rappels

•   Ideal for technical rescue
belay lines and rappelling

NFPA 1983 Light Use

Elongation at  300 lbs 3.1%

MBS lbs (kN) 6,744 (30.0)

Recommended Safe Working Load 674 lbs

Weight (lbs/100') 6.0

1/2”  SUPERSTATIC™

The 1/2" is the preferred rope for
technical rescue and high angle,
multipurpose use. It is perfect for a
rescue mainline or belay line
system. 

•   100% nylon low stretch
kernmantle

•   60/40 core-to-sheath ratio yields
a high strength, durable rope with
great handling characteristics

•   Great for all types of technical
rescue, confined space rescue,
and industrial safety

NFPA 1983 General Use

Elongation at  300 lbs 3.0%

MBS lbs (kN) 9,239 (41.1)

Recommended Safe Working Load 924 lbs

Weight (lbs/100') 7.9

5/8”  SUPERSTATIC™

With its large diameter, supple
hand and high strength, this
rope is ideal for tower
construction and industry
safety.  

•  100% nylon low stretch 
kernmantle

•   Great for any high-strength
application

NFPA 1983 General Use

Elongation at  300 lbs 0.80%

MBS lbs (kN) 10,701 (47.6)

Recommended Safe Working Load 1,070 lbs

Weight (lbs/100') 10.3

N155

N115 N130

Note: *Only availiable in 1/2”
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SAFETYPROSAFETYPRO

10mm SAFETYPRO™
SP100

10 .5mm SAFETYPRO™

EN 1891 Type A

Elongation 50 kg to 150 kg 3.50%

Elongation at 300 lbs 3.4%

Static Strength 6,115lbs (27.2 kN)

Impact force @ fall factor 0.3 5.5 kN

Weight (lbs/100') 4.7

SP105

Manufactured to meet the demands
of work and rescue professionals,
the 10mm SafetyPro has balanced
construction and is the perfect rope
for lightweight work at height or
military and tactical operations.

•   100% nylon kernmantle

•   Ideal for SAR teams, fire
departments and military 

EN 1891 / NFPA 1983 Type A / Light Use

Elongation 50 kg to 150 kg 3.20%

Elongation at 300 lbs 4.2%

Static Strength 5,822lbs (25.9 kN)

Impact force @ fall factor 0.3 5.5 kN

Weight (lbs/100’) 4.2

Designed as a technical work and
rescue line, the SafetyPro 10.5mm
has excellent abrasion resistance
and is the perfect options for rappel
and backup lines.  It is certified to
the EN 1891 standard. 

•   100% nylon kernmantle

•   Great for SAR teams, fire
departments, SWAT teams, rope
access and military 

Sterling Rope engineered the SAFETYPRO™ series to

meet the demands of work access and rescue

professionals.  These ropes have a great balance of

durability, low elongation, supple hand and superb

knotting ability that is required for work at height.  They

have been extensively field tested and are CE certified

to EN 1891 Type A.

5S T E R L I N G visit www.sterlingrope.com for more information or to order online. 



1Learning
The Ropes

11mm SAFETYPRO™

EN 1891 / NFPA 1983 Type A / Light Use

Elongation 50 kg to 150 kg 3.0%

Elongation at 300 lbs 2.6%

Static Strength 7,306lbs (32.5 kN)

Impact force @ fall factor 0.3 5.8 kN

Weight (lbs/100') 5.1

SP110

The workhorse of the SafetyPro
series, the 11mm offers a smooth
tight sheath that allows the rope to
run easily through gear. A technical
work and rescue line, the 11mm is
manufactured to meet the demands
of industrial rope access
professionals.

•   100% nylon kernmantle

•   Great for mountain rescue teams,
fire departments, and rope acces
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Yarn Type: Nylon vs. Polyester
Nylon and polyester are synthetic fibers each offers great benefits in static and dynamic rope construction.  Both are strong and resilient fibers.  Both
offer good handling characteristics in rope. However, each has its own benefits for specific applications.  Nylon has a higher elongation, lower
specific gravity, and less resistance to moisture than polyester.  Nylon ropes have lower impact forces (due to the elongation properties) and can
have softer handling characteristics, which makes nylon ropes perfect for all rescue applications, and particularly suited to belay lines.

Polyester has higher tensile strength than nylon.  It is also a more durable, moisture and UV resistant fiber.  Its higher specific gravity makes it
slightly heavier than nylon.  The lower stretch characteristic makes polyester ropes, and in particular our HTP, great for high lines, and raising and
lowering applications. Static and low elongation ropes should not be used to belay in lead climbing.

Construction Process: ThermoDynamic Balancing
Stabilizing yarn prior to construction is essential to locking in performance characteristics.  At Sterling, we have invested in state of the art equipment
to condition our yarns and cores in a proprietary process we developed called, ThermoDynamic balancing.  This process optimizes the desired
performance of the fibers through use of intense steam heat in a high pressure environment.  By controlling the natural tendency of nylon to shrink,
we affect the modulus of the fiber in the way we want the rope to perform.  The modulus of the fiber determines the ease at which it will regain its
shape and form.   While this adds extra steps to the rope manufacturing process, it assures a more stable rope with consistently great handling,
better strength, and higher performance.  

General Knowledge: Retiring Your Rope
There are certain rules to follow when deciding when to retire your rope.  It is important to inspect the rope before and after each use.  This
inspection should be both visual and physical by running your hand over the entire length of the rope.  If the rope has any sheath degradation, where
the core is visible or coming through, or if it is punctured or glazed, it is time to replace the rope.  Often times the ends of a rope wear faster if
loaded, due to tying and knotting. If this is the case, it may be possible to cut off the damaged section of the rope and continue using the rest.

Even with the closest inspections and impeccable usage, the fibers in rope break down over time.  Because of this we have basic retirement
guidelines. Ropes should be retired from service after five years of use or ten years after the manufacture date.  Reference your care instructions for
further information and if you are in doubt about the condition, age or previous usage of a rope; it is always better to retire it.



3/8”  HTP  STATIC9mm HTP  STATIC

100% polyester static kernmantle
construction that is lightweight and
offers super low-elongation. 

•   Great for SAR teams or for
tower crews 

•   Ideal for lightweight hauling,
anchors and water rescue 

HTP STATICHTP STATIC

P090 P100

Sterling’s HTP™, High Tenacity Polyester, ropes are 100%
polyester and offer significant advantages over mixed fiber
static ropes.  The benefits of using HTP include better
overall durability and strength, as well as extremely low
stretch.  With less stretch, the HTP is a highly efficient rope
for ascension and high angle rescue situations.  Polyester
also has a natural resistance to moisture, UV and chemicals
making it less conductive to electricity and able to perform
better in areas of harsh environments than mixed fiber
ropes.

The sheaths on all of our HTP static ropes are made with a
high denier sheath for greater durability and reduced
stiffness. These ropes are great for use in high-lines, tower
rescue, rope access, water rescue and other applications
requiring high strength or low stretch.

Lightweight static line with super
low elongation and superior
abrasion resistance.

•   Perfect for haul lines, access
lines and z-drag systems

•   Great for lightweight belay line
for tower work and military rope
bridges

NFPA 1983 Light Use

Elongation at  300 lbs 1.00%

MBS lbs (kN) 5,980 (26.6)

Recommended Safe Working Load 598 lbs

Weight (lbs/100') 5.3 

NFPA 1983 Escape

Elongation at  300 lbs 1.60%

MBS lbs (kN) 5,193 (23.1)

Recommended Safe Working Load 519 lbs

Weight (lbs/100') 4.2 
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7/16”  HTP  STATIC 1/2”  HTP  STATIC

NFPA 1983 General Use

Elongation at  300 lbs 0.80%

MBS lbs (kN) 9,082 (40.4)

Recommended Safe Working Load 908 lbs

Weight (lbs/100') 8.0

5/8”  HTP  STATIC

This rope is designed for high
strength applications needed
in tower construction, bridge
work and industrial safety. 

•   Great for fall protection

P160

P110 P130

A multi-use rescue/rappel rope
that resists moisture and has high
chemical resistance. 

•   Perfect for rope access, haul
systems, and mountain rescue

•   Great main line for tower work
or highline applications

Low elongation and high strength
makes this rope the top choice for
mainline, haul systems and
highline use. 

•   Great for all types of technical
rescue, confined space rescue,
USAR, and industrial safety
applications 

•   Use as a main line in tower
construction

NFPA 1983 Light Use

Elongation at  300 lbs 1.70%

MBS lbs (kN) 7,666 (34.1)

Recommended Safe Working Load 767 lbs

Weight (lbs/100') 6.5 

NFPA 1983 General Use

Elongation at  300 lbs 0.90%

MBS lbs (kN) 11,959 (53.2)

Recommended Safe Working Load 1,196 lbs

Weight (lbs/100') 12.5 
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WATERLINE™
This high floatation rope features
a polypropylene sheath for
maximum floatation and a nylon
core for strength.  Available in
four sizes from 5/16” up to 1/2”
and multiple colors, WaterLine is
the perfect choice whether you
need a compact kayak towline or
an extra strength throwline.   

GRABLINE™
GrabLine is Sterling Rope's
high tensile strength WaterLine
with a "grip-able", tread-like
sheath. GrabLine is the perfect
upgrade to our WaterLine
series.
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WATER RESCWATER RESCUE

With water rescue ropes, there is a difference.  While
many companies offer inexpensive float rope by using
a lower grade of polypropylene, Sterling believes that
is not in the best interest of the rescuer or the person
needing to be rescued.  Swiftwater, ice and ocean
environments present difficult challenges for rescue
personnel.  It is imperative that their rope is visible,
strong and floats.  That is why Sterling developed
each of its water rescue rope series using only the
highest tenacity and quality polypropylene, nylon, and
Dyneema® fibers.  

For most water rescue, our 3/8” GrabLine™ is ideal.
Its tread like sheath makes the rope easy to grab.
Our WaterLine™ is a high quality throw line, offered in
5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16” and 1/2” diameters.  When both
extra strength and lighter weight is needed, turn to our
UltraLine™ with a braided Dyneema core.  Any one of
these ropes is essential for rescue or military teams
near or on the water and a great addition to
emergency kits carried by police and fire department,
EMS, and river guides.

9S T E R L I N G visit www.sterlingrope.com for more information or to order online. 
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ULTRALINE™
UltraLine features a high
strength braided Dyneema core
and a polypropylene sheath.
Available in 1/4” and 3/8”, these
ropes have superior strength to
standard float rope while
maintaining great handling
characteristics.

Learning
The Ropes
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CANYONTECH™
A lightweight, high strength rope
to be used for canyon rescue, the
CanyonTech is constructed with a
Technora® sheath for maximum
abrasion resistance, and added
strength.  Nylon cores give
CanyonTech a supple hand for
better performance.  
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C- IV™
Designed for the harsh environments
of wet canyons, the C-IV features a
polypropylene core protected by a
Technora sheath to allow for vertical
rappels.  The polypropylene core
makes the rope lighter weight and
more buoyant than the CanyonTech. 
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Yarn Type: Polypropylene vs. Dyneema 
Polypropylene, Dyneema® and Spectra® are in the olefin family of fibers.  Dyneema and Spectra are trade names for ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene (UHMWPE) fibers of very similar constructions, produced by different manufacturers. All of these fibers have a specific gravity of less than one,
so they are light weight and they float.  The difference between polypropylene and Dyneema, which Sterling uses, is that Dyneema is significantly stronger.  In
fact, it is 15 times stronger than steel, and has better UV, chemical and even moisture resistance (it’s hydrophobic) than polypropylene. It is also more
durable. There are many different grades of polypropylene as well, which accounts for the many offerings of low-priced or economy float rope.  Sterling only
uses the highest quality grade of polypropylene. 

Construction Process: Better Braid Technology
The process of taking sheath and core yarns and putting them together into a rope is called braiding.  However, Sterling’s “Better Braid Technology” refers to
our entire process of precision manufacturing, by using the finest, high quality yarns and state of the art equipment to design and produce rope products to
perform to the highest standards.  

Our process begins with the selection and testing of fibers. We then ply and twist the fibers to our desired denier for cores or sheath yarns.  Twist provides
elongation, durability, and even better handling in the final product. These yarns are conditioned using our ThermoDynamic balancing process to lock in the
performance characteristics we wish to achieve in the rope. Finally, we braid the sheath and cores into rope.  At each step, and then prior to packaging, each
rope is hand inspected to insure that it is without defect.  We batch test our products to make sure we remain in compliance with our certifications.  This
process, as well as our quality system, is certified to ISO 9001.  It is how Sterling produces a better, stronger rope that will last longer, run through gear and
equipment more smoothly, and is more efficient when setting up rappels, belays or protection. 

General Knowledge: Washing Your Rope
Keeping your rope clean is critical to its longevity. Sterling Rope recommends using Wicked Good Rope Wash™, our proprietary wash, free of any harmful
chemicals that might breakdown the fibers in your rope. Wash your rope after approximately 30 to 40 uses, or if the rope has excessive dirt throughout the
sheath.  Your rope can be washed by hand, or in a washing machine, preferably a front-load washing machine, using hot water.  Sterling does not recommend
a top-loading washing machine because the rope can become entangled in the agitator and this could harm both the rope and the machine. If you are using a
tub or container, make sure it is clear of any chemicals that could be harmful to the fibers in the rope. Hang your rope to dry in an area not exposed to sun.



FIRE RESCUE
ESCAPE & SEARCH ROPES

FIRE RESCUE

RIT  500™ F080AN

RIT 500 is an 8mm personal
escape rope with an aramid
sheath and nylon core. The
Twaron sheath is heat
resistant up to 932˚F and
more abrasion and cut
resistant than nylon. 

8mm PER PER080

A compact and lightweight
Personal Escape Rope (PER),
made from 100% nylon that
has a high tensile strength.
Yellow PER is also available as
SafetyGLO™, that features a
reflective tracer in the sheath.

Sterling’s Fire Rescue series consist of high performing ropes
for emergency escape or search procedures.  Whether
fighting fire or enemy combatants, personal safety and
survival is paramount for every firefighter, soldier, or
department. Sterling uses aramid yarns such as the high
performing Technora® and Twaron® fibers, in unique small
diameter constructions to achieve optimum handling, heat
and cut resistance and high strength in these ropes.  

Sterling has the most extensive line of escape ropes.  Our
ropes are engineered to balance a tough durable sheath over
cores which are designed for specific functions, such as to
provide greater strength, high heat resistance, or better
handling and lower impact forces.  Combined with our
revolutionary new F4 descent control device, our ropes
provide the perfect light weight, strong escape option for
firefighters and military personnel alike.

Diameter 8 mm

NFPA 1983 Escape

Elongation at 10% MBS 6.1%

MBS lbs (kN) 5,485 (24.4)

Safe Working Load lbs 549

Weight (lbs/50') 0.8

Fibers (sheath/core) Twaron/Nylon

Diameter 8 mm

NFPA 1983 Escape

Elongation at 10% MBS 4.9%

MBS lbs (kN) 3,754 (16.7)

Safe Working Load lbs 375

Weight (lbs/50') 0.7

Fibers (sheath/core) Nylon/Nylon

1 1S T E R L I N G visit www.sterlingrope.com for more information or to order online. 
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FIRETECH 32™ F075AA

The official rope of FDNY PSS
(Personal Safety System), the
FireTech 32 is a 7.5mm
escape rope made with 100%
Technora that will retain
strength after exposure to
elevated temperatures and
offers a longer burn-through
time than mixed fiber ropes.

ESCAPETECH™ F075AN

EscapeTech is a 7.5mm escape
rope that has a Technora sheath
and nylon core construction.
The Technora sheath offers the
best heat and cut resistance for
repeated exposures to high
temperatures. The nylon core
provides structure and gear
compatibility while allowing for
maximum packability.

Diameter 7.5 mm

NFPA 1983 Escape

Elongation at 10% MBS 5.8%

MBS lbs (kN) 3,912 (17.4)

Safe Working Load lbs 391

Weight (lbs/50') 0.7

Fibers (sheath/core) Technora/Nylon

Diameter 7.5 mm

NFPA 1983 Escape

Elongation at 10% MBS 1.6%

MBS lbs (kN) 5,755 (25.6)

Safe Working Load lbs 576

Weight (lbs/50') 0.8

Fibers (sheath/core) Technora/Technora

Learning
The Ropes
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TACTICAL  RESPONSE™ F095AN

Designed for tactical operations,
this 9.5mm rope is a lightweight
option for high strength and heat
resistant rope.  Its Technora
sheath and life-safety construction
is ideal for rappels, and able to
withstand aggressive abrasion
from being dragged over edges,
around corners or through debris.  

Diameter 9.5 mm

NFPA 1983 Light Use

Elongation at 10% MBS 6.8%

MBS lbs (kN) 6,092 (27.1)

Safe Working Load lbs 609

Weight (lbs/50') 2.1

Fibers (sheath/core) Technora/Nylon

Yarn Type: Aramid Fibers
Most of us know aramids as either Kevlar® or Nomex®, brand names for fibers from DuPont.  Technora® and Twaron® are brand names for
aramid fibers from Teijin Ltd.  We primarily use Technora in most of our high performing escape ropes and Twaron in our RIT 500 series of
ropes.  Technora is very cut resistant and will endure under flexing, abrasion and even stretched conditions, with little loss of strength.  It has
a very high heat tolerance, and will not melt or decompose up to 500°C (932°F).  It will maintain full strength under extended heat of 200°C
(400°F). It is eight times stronger than steel, and is highly resistant to acids, alkalis and organic solvents and is not vulnerable to damage
caused by steam or water.  Twaron is not as strong as Technora, but is also highly resistant to high heat, abrasion and cutting.  Both these
fibers are excellent for the severe conditions found at fire-grounds or in military operations. 

General Knowledge: NFPA and CE Testing 
Sterling certifies many of our products to both NFPA and EN standards.  We are also ISO 9001 certified and compliant.  NFPA is the
National Fire Protection Association, an organization that among other things, establishes standards and guidelines for product, service and
policy for operation in the fire service. NFPA does not test or certify any product or company.  Third-party auditors, such as Underwriters
Laboratories® (UL®), perform testing to the standards appropriate for the product.  EN standards are compiled by the European Committee
for Standardization.  Like NFPA, they are standards that relate to products, services or systems.  They are used so that products can trade
(specifically in Europe) equally against a given model or technical specification.  Many of Sterling life-safety products are certified to NFPA
1983, 2006 edition by UL® and many of our products carry CE certification as well.  Those products are noted by the CE mark         and
number of the notified body 0120.



SEARCHLITE™ F075ANG

Developed for and used by
FDNY, the SearchLite is a
7.5mm cord with reflective
fibers in the sheath and a
Technora / nylon core for
strength, cut resistance and to
maintain integrity in the event
that the rope is exposed to high
heat.

Diameter 7.5 mm

NFPA 1983 N/A

Elongation at 10% MBS 2.4%

MBS lbs (kN) 3,012 (13.4)

Safe Working Load lbs 301

Weight (lbs/50') 1.1

Fibers (sheath/core) Nylon/
Nylon&Technora

RIT  900™ F068AA

The RIT 900 is a 6.8mm hollow
braid construction search line
that is compact and packs
easily into a pocket or bag.
Made of 100% Twaron, this line
is heat resistant up to 932˚
Fahrenheit and is very resistant
to abrasion and chemicals,
making the RIT 900 a great
choice as a primary or personal
search line. 

Diameter 6.8 mm

NFPA 1983 N/A

Elongation at 10% MBS 4.4%

MBS lbs (kN) 4,136 (18.4)

Safe Working Load lbs 414

Weight (lbs/50') 0.9

Fibers (sheath/core) Twaron/NA

RIT  RESPONSE™ F090AP

RIT Response is a 9mm search
and escape rope. The diameter
of this rope makes it very easy
to find in low visibility conditions,
while the colored tracers can be
used for directional bearing.

Diameter 9 mm

NFPA 1983 Escape

Elongation at 10% MBS 3.9%

MBS lbs (kN) 6,969 (31.0)

Safe Working Load lbs 697

Weight (lbs/50') 2.1

Fibers (sheath/core) Twaron/Polyester

SEARCH ROPES
Search lines have become an integral tool for rescue and tactical operations.  Using high heat resistant fibers such as Technora and
Twaron, or incorporating reflective yarns into the sheath, Sterling has created unique search lines appropriate for many different and
challenging situations.  Our constructions create ropes that have optimal handling, high strength and are heat and cut resistant.



When doing technical rope work, whether fighting fires, rescuing someone from a tower, repairing a wind
turbine, or rappelling from heights, training on the gear you use is essential.  Because Sterling appreciates
how important this training is, we have collaborated with many of the best trainers, rescue and work
access professionals to design and build the new Sterling Rope Training Center at our facility in Biddeford,
Maine. The center is not only a great indoor training facility; it also provides us a place to test our products
in simulated applications. The center is complete with a large classroom, instructor’s office, an overhead
projector and computer hookups.  Rope training takes place in an open two-story area that features
windows and a parapet for bailout or rappel training, a 30-foot tower for work at height and industrial
rescue exercises.  Overhead anchors, structural beams and truss simulate a work environment, while floor
anchors, such as steam radiators, building columns and door jams allow for realistic training scenarios.
The Training Center has been utilized for SPRAT (Society of Professional Rope Access Technicians)
certification courses, wind turbine access and rescue training, and for F4 Escape and firefighter safety and
survival courses.  

The Training Center is available for contract courses that are instructed by professional, certified trainers.
For more information on classes or for a schedule of events, please call us at 800.788.7673.

FIRE RESCUETRAINING CENTER



EMERGENCY ES
SYSTEMS & COMPONENTS

EMERGENCY ESCAPE

F4 FireTech Escape System™

F4075AACH15
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Sterling Rope wanted to offer a complete, simple and intuitive escape system to work
with our extraordinary fire rescue ropes.  After years of working with instructors and
trainers, we designed and built a new F4 descent control device. The F4 is
revolutionary in its elegant design and function.  

The F4 is an innovative device that gives firefighters an advanced, yet simple tool for
emergency egress.  This lightweight (6 oz) aluminum device, with its durable design, is
engineered to allow easy horizontal and controlled vertical movement.  The auto-
locking feature adds security and confidence for a hands-free exit of a structure.  The
F4 can be used by all sizes of firefighters with either left or right hand. Its low profile
shape packs easily in any bag and is available in many different system
configurations.

F4™ Descent  Cont ro l  Dev i ce
F4

NFPA 1983 Escape

Weight 6 oz

Length 6 in

Width 2 in

MBS lbs (kN) 3,035 (13.5)

When combined with the FireTech 32, the Crosby® hook,
and the new Sterling SAFE-D™ carabiner, the F4
completes the F4 FireTech Escape System™; a system
which is certified by UL to NFPA 1983, 2006 edition
Escape. More importantly, it is certified “simple” by the
firefighters and military personnel who use it.  All
components of the F4 FireTech Escape System are also
individually UL certified to NFPA 1983, 2006 edition,
allowing departments to customize an escape kit with
these and our other escape ropes to meet their
requirements. 

The F4 FireTech Escape System includes FireTech 32 with
a sewn eye and Crosby® Firefighter anchor hook, F4
descent control device, and Sterling’s SAFE-D carabiner.
This system is available with the F4-50 hip bag (shown
open) or in our new F4 Mercury lumbar bag.  Both bags
easily attach to any belt.

*Different lengths are available.

Made in the

USA



F4 Tactical Kit

F4PE4CT15

F4 EscapeTech Kit

F4E75CH15

F4 PER Escape Kit

F4PE9CC15

SeachLite Squad Search Kit

F075SEK

Tactical kit includes: 
•  F4-50 escape bag 
•  50’ 8mm PER rope (black)
•  F4 Escape Device (black)
•  SAFE-D three-stage carabiner
•  Kong Tango carabiner (black) 
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EscapTech kit includes: 
•  F4-50 escape bag 
•  50’ EscapeTech rope 
•  F4 Escape Device (red)
•  SAFE-D three-stage carabiner
•  Crosby Firefighter Anchor Hook 

PER kit includes: 
•  F4-50 escape bag 
•  50’ 8mm PER rope 
•  F4 Escape Device (red)
•  SAFE-D three-stage carabiner
•  SAFE-D two-stage carabiner 

SearchLite kit includes: 
•  Squad search bag 
•  220’ SearchLite rope 
•  Quick release shoulder strap
•  Kong Tango carabiner (red) 
•  Swivel Snap hook

BAGS & BELTS

The F4-50™ bag is compact, but easily
stores 50-feet of any FireTech 32,
EscapeTech, RIT 500 or PER, which is then
enclosed by an inside flap.  The hook or
carabiner anchor stores in the covered
pouch and the F4 is held on top of the rope
flap with heavy elastic.  The SAFE-D
carabiner attaches the F4 to your belt.  Two
anti-debris flaps contains all of this under a
large outer flap, held closed by heavy duty
Velcro.  

The Mercury lumber bag is heat resistant and
designed to hold 50-feet of FireTech32,
EscapeTech, RIT 500, or PER.  Its velcro
closure makes stuffing the bag easy and
quick.  The reflective handle hangs
conveniently below your turnout gear jacket
making it accessible at all times.    

Mercury Lumbar Bag

Call

Nomex Search Bag

RS-RIT Nomex Bag

F4-50 Bag

F4-FRB50

The SRC Kevlar Escape Belt is UL certified to
NFPA 1983 Escape.  This belt features two
points of adjustment making it adaptable to
various size waists and two layers of Kevlar
provide excellent strength, heat resistance
and durability for RIT and escape operations. 

SRC Escape Belt

F4CF30L
F4CF30S

SearchLite Bag

F075BAG067

The Nomex Search bag is designed to hold
up to 200 feet of our RIT 900 line and
features Kevlar® carabiner, belt and internal
tie-off loops and even an aramid drawstring.

Heat resistant to 500°F and reflective tape on
both sides of bag ensures visibility. The
SearchLite bag has both an internal grommet
and a tie off loop at bottom and is large
enought to hold over 220 feet of SearchLite.
Two seat belt buckles on the shoulder strap
allow for quick release in an emergency.  
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(A) - 6mm Travel Restraint                                (D) - AZTEK Onmi pulleys                                              

(B) - 8mm Elite Edge Restraint                        (E) - Kong Tango Snap Hook                                   

(C) - 6mm Elite Ratchet                                     (F) - Two Stage SAFE-D carabiner                           

D

C

B

A

E

F

Sterling Rope teamed up with Ropes That Rescue to design a haul and rescue system utilizing a set of specialty sewn cord products for
rope rescue and industrial rope access applications.  The AZTEK elite system, pictured below, utilizes these products to create mechanical
advantage system for the individual person or team.  The system contains two AZTEK Omni pulleys, 50’ of 8mm edge restraint cord, and
two 6mm sewn ratchets for progress capture.  Once configured, the system creates a 5:1 mechanical advantage or you can turn it around
and create a 4:1 with a change of direction.  These options make the AZTEK system exceptionally versatile allowing it to be used as an
edge restraint, back tie, load release hitch, litter rigging and attendant attachments, and so much more.        

The AZ Travel Restraint attaches the
rescuer to the Edge Restraint (B) via a
prusik hitch for working near exposure.
6mm x 44” sewn nylon cord shrink tube
bound loop.

Designed from a solid block of
high strength aluminum.  Double
prusik-minding pulleys with an
MBS of 8,000 lbs (36kN) of force
end to end.  

Rigged through the Onmi blocks and
creates the 5:1 / 4:1 AZTEK system. One
end has a sewn eye which is attached to
the pully.  8mm x 50’ nylon cord with sewn
eye on one end. 

Attached to the free end of the Edge
Restraint this double locking snap hook
anchors the Aztek system to a safety
point.  Kong Tango meets NFPA
standard for light use.

Used as progress capture device on Aztek
set-of-fours pulley system.  6mm x 9” sewn
nylon cord with bound loop.

The SAFE-D carabiner is optional
equipment for the AZTEK kit, but offers
removable captive eye pins, is rated to
NFPA light use, and an MBS of 28kN. 

AZTEK™ Elite System

Bag pictured above is the AZTEK bag, designed and
manufactured by Rescue Response Gear. 

Kong Tango Snap Hook

715.X2

SAFE-D Carabiner

C2LPTSR

Crosby Firefighter 

Anchor Hook

1024911

Swivel Snap Hook

251Z2

Name Item Number Gate Type Color Gate Opening MBS (kN) Weight Length NFPA 

F4 Descent Control Device -R F4-R N/A Red N/A 3,035 (13.5) 6 oz 6 inches Yes (E)

F4 Descent Control Device -B F4-B N/A Black N/A 3,035 (13.5) 6 oz 6 inches Yes (E)

Crosby Firefigher Anchor Hook 1024911 N/A Red 2.1” (saddle) 4,945 (22.0) 13 oz 6.7 inches Yes (L)

SAFE-D 3-Stage Carabiner C2LPTSR Auto-Lock Black / Black Gate 1” 6,294 (28.0) 3.5 oz 4.5 inches Yes (L)

SAFE-D 2 Stage Carabiner C2LPASR Twist Black / Gold Gate 1” 6,294 (28.0) 3.5 oz 4.5 inches Yes  (L)

Kong Tango Snap Hook -R 715.X2 Double-Lock Red 1” 7,418 (33.0) 4.6 oz 5.25 inches Yes (L)

Kong Tango Snap Hook - B 715.X2bk Double-Lock Black 1” 7,418 (33.0) 4.6 oz 5.25 inches Yes (L)

Swivel Snap Hook 251Z2 Snap Silver 3/8” N/A 2 oz 3.25 inches No

HARDWARE
The components and hardware that make up our systems are also available as individual items.  Sterling Rope is developing a full line of swivels,
pulleys, and carabiners.  Look for our supplemental guide featuring Sterling hardware.

*Sterling Rope also handles custom sewing orders and will sew customer provided hardware products onto our rope. Some restrictions apply, please call
for more information. 

F4 Descent Control Device

F4



ACCESSORY /ACCESSORY / PRUSIK

Name Item Number Available in

GLO

Item Number

(GLO)

MBS lbs (kN) Description (There are a many uses for accessory cord, these are just a few examples)

1.5mm A015 N N/A 45 (0.2kN) Lanyards on small electronics or tools  

2mm A020 N N/A 225 (1.0kN) Lanyards on small electronics or tools

2.5mm Twaron CALL N N/A 786 (3.5kN) High heat and high strength draw cord

2.75mm A027 Y A027GL 270 (1.2kN) Zipper pulls, as a draw on bag.  Use glo for marking trails at night 

3mm A030 Y A030GL 585 (2.6kN) Tent guide line or draw cord on a bag.

4mm A040 Y A040GL 1034 (4.6kN) Messenger line or haul line

5mm A050 Y A050GL 1124 (5.0kN) Klemheist or auto block

Name Item Number Available in

GLO

Item Number (GLO) MBS lbs (kN) Description (There are a many uses for accessory cord, these are just a few examples)

6mm A060 N N/A 1978 (8.8kN) Prusik or auto block

6mm PowerCord A060PC N N/A 4789 (21.3kN) Nylon sheath / Technora core great for anchor building

6mm XTec A060PXT N N/A 4721 (21.0kN) 100% Technora 

6mm TRC F060TR N N/A 3484 (15.5kN) Technora sheath / Nylon core 

7mm A070 N N/A 2788 (12.4kN) Cordelette and anchor building

8mm A080 Y PER0804 3934 (17.5kN) Edge restraint or haul line for tools and equipment

8mm Prusik A08032 N N/A 3260 (14.5kN) Prusik

9mm A090 N N/A 3080 (13.6kN) Edge restraint or tie down

Name Item Number Available in

GLO

MBS lbs (kN)

3mm A030PL N 517 (2.30)

4mm A040PL N 1056 (4.69)

5mm A050PL N 1059 (4.71)

Polyes te r  Cord
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Polyester accessory cord has the advantage of lower stretch than
our standard accessory cord and it is water resistant. Use in
applications where lower stretch is desired. 

1 .5mm 2mm 2.75mm 3mm 4mm 5mm

6mm 7mm 8mm 8mm Prus ik 9mm

Accessory cord colors and tracers are subject to change.  Pictures represent the wide variety of stocked, non-stocked and contract manufactured products
that we are capable of developing.  If you are looking for a specific color or accessory cord please visit www.sterlingrope.com/oem or call us at
1.800.788.7673.

F4 Descent Control Device



7mm Sewn Cord SC070

6mm Sewn Cord SC060

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN) Description (There are a many uses for sewn cord, these are just a few examples)

Travel Restraint NYTR044 44” 2810 (12.5) Sewn bound loop; used to connect rescuer to Edge Restraint cord

Chest Purcell NYCP020 20” 2810 (12.5) Sewn bound loop; used as an adjustable connection point to litter

Short Purcell NYSP042 42” 2810 (12.5) Sewn bound loop; used as an adjustable connection point or self belay

Long Purcell NYLP068 68” 2810 (12.5) Sewn bound loop; used as an adjustable connection point or ascending

Elite Ratchet NYRT009 9” 2810 (12.5) Sewn bound loop, used as a prusik in the AZTEK system 

Auto Block NYAB013 13” 2810 (12.5) Sewn loop; used as a prusik or klemheist

Sewn Powercord APC006 21 ft 4496 (20.2) Sewn loop; used as a prusik or for building an anchor

Hollow Block (6.8mm) TWHB013 13.5” 3147 (14.0) Sewn loop; used as auto block, klemheist or prusik

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN) Description (There are a many uses for sewn cord, these are just a few examples)

Bearer Tie-In NYTR044 44” 4833 (21.5) Sewn bound loop; used to connect litter attendent to litter

Head End Litter Spider NYCP020 20” 4833 (21.5) Sewn bound loop; used as an adjustable connection point to litter

Sewn Prusik NYSP019 19” 4833 (21.5) Sewn bound loop; used as an adjustable connection point or self belay

Sewn Prusik NYSP025 25” 4833 (21.5) Sewn bound loop; used as an adjustable connection point or ascending

Sewn Cordelette ANY006 10.5’ 4833 (21.5) Sewn loop; used as an anchor for rappelling 

SEWN CORD
SEWN CORD

Sterling Rope was the first company to offer sewn prusiks,
and since their inception in the market, we have continued
to grow our sewn product line. We offer sewn terminations
on cord sizes from 4mm up through 9mm and on rope up to
5/8” and our products are tested both in-house and certified
by third party authorized organizations.  

Sewn cord and prusiks offer a sleek, low profile alternative
to knots that can be cumbersome and bulky.  Sterling has
invested greatly over the years in modern computerized
sewing machines that optimize bar tacking to be consistent
and of high quality.  Sewn bar tacks on rope and cord are
stronger than knots because rope-on-rope friction is
eliminated along with the bending of the fibers.  Sterling
offers many different types of sewn cord, prusiks and
lanyards in multiple lengths to expand your safety options in
the vertical world.
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8mm Sewn Cord SC080

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN) Description (There are a many uses for sewn cord, these are just a few examples)

AZ Bound Loop Prusik 32NP022 22” 5170 (23.0) Sewn bound loop; used in set with short prusik for tandem prusik belay

AZ Bound Loop Prusik 32NP016 16” 5170 (23.0) Sewn bound loop; used in set with long prusik for tandem prusik belay

Elite Edge Restraint NYED601 50 ft 3934 (17.5) Sewn eye single end; connect rescuer to anchor point in elite AZTEK kit

9mm Sewn Cord SC090

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN) Description (There are a many uses for sewn cord, these are just a few examples)

Foot End / Set of Fours NYJR480 40 ft 2922 (13.0) Sewn eye single end; used in set with short prusik for tandem prusik belay

Edge Restraint NYED480 40 ft 2922 (13.0) Sewn eye single end; used to connect rescuer to anchor point in AZTEK kit

Educational Prusik NYEP029 29 in 5170 (23.0) Sewn loop; used as an adjustable prusik on 3-strand ropes 

Marathon  Lanyard SC106

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN) Description (There are a many uses for sewn cord, these are just a few examples)

Lanyard x .6M NYLY024 23.6” 4496 (20.0) Sewn eye on either end; used to connect rescuer to protection

Lanyard x .8M NYLY031 31.5” 4496 (20.0) Sewn eye on either end; used to connect rescuer to protection

Lanyard x 1M NYLY039 39.4” 4496 (20.0) Sewn eye on either end; used to connect rescuer to protection

Y-knot Lanyard NYLP068 68” 4271 (19.0) (Pictured) used as mulit-connection points in ropes courses

Sewn /  Swage Eyes SEWNEYE

Name Item Number Max Diameter MBS lbs (kN) Description (There are a many uses for sewn cord, these are just a few examples)

Accessory Cord ACC 9mm See page 26 Sewn eye for accessory cord 5mm to 9mm 

Personal Escape PER 9mm See page 26 Sewn eye for personal escape and search ropes

Static No Thimble STN 5/8” See page 26 Sewn eye with no thimble for SuperStatic, SafetyPro and HTP

Static Metal Thimble STM 5/8” See page 26 Sewn eye with a metal thimble for SuperStatic, SafetyPro and HTP

Static Plastic Thimble STP 5/8” See page 26 Sewn eye with a plastic thimble for SuperStatic, SafetyPro and HTP

Swaging SWAGEYE 5/8” Call Swage eye for ropes 7/16” through 5/8”
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4General Knowledge: Sewing vs. Knotting
While everyone should know how to tie good knots, knots can be unwieldy and reduce the strength of the rope at the knot. Knots create bends
with tight radii, which can get tighter with additional load, increasing the rope-on-rope friction and greatly reducing rope strength.  Each bend of
the knot weakens the integrity of the individual fibers, creating a weak point in the system.  In addition, some high tensile fibers such as aramids
or olefins, such as Dyneema and Spectra that have high lubricity, can lose as much as 50% of the original MBS due to a knot. 

This is why Sterling sought a better solution with the sewn prusik and sewn-eye termination over 12 years ago.   Sewn tacks eliminate the
bending and the yarn-on-yarn abrasion of a knot.  It keeps rope structure intact, and maintains over 85% of the rope or cord strength. Plus, the
lower profile of the tack keeps your rope or cord orderly and easier to rig into safety systems.

Learning
The Ropes
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Diameter 9.8

UIAA Falls 6

Impact Force 8.8kN

Dynamic Elong. 26.4%
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Dynamic Elong. 31.6%
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Sterling Rope manufactures the highest performing dynamic
ropes in the industry.  The technical feature that sets
Sterling’s dynamic ropes apart from the rest of the world is our
superior abrasion resistance sheath and balanced core
constructions. All dynamic cores are treated with our
trademark DryCore™ solution, which allows the ropes to
maintain elongation properties while protecting the nylon
cores from losing strength or increasing stretch when wet or in
high moisture environments. 

Sterling’s dynamic ropes are used and regularly tested by
some of the worlds most respected and reputable rescue
trainers, professional climbing athletes and top military
personnel.  Each rope is certified to UIAA and EN 892
standards and also meets military specifications.

Rope Type: Dynamic vs. Static
Dynamic ropes are designed with specific elongation to absorb the shock and dissipate the energy created by a fall.  Static ropes have minimal elongation and
are meant for use in rigging safety and rescue system or top-roping.  Dynamic ropes are classified for use as either a single rope or two-rope system.  Single
ropes typically are larger in diameter than twin or half ropes, and constructed to withstand the rigors of lead climbing and falling.  Twin and Half ropes must be
used together, are often of diameters less than 9mm, and allow for long rappels and to accommodate difficult placement of protection from wandering routes.  

Static ropes are designed with significantly less twist to reduce stretch, and more yarn in the sheath and core, to increase strength.  Static ropes often have less
than 10% stretch at MBS.  Sterling offers three distinctly different static rope constructions to meet the rigors of your application.

5Learning
The Ropes
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General Knowledge: DryCore™
Sterling Rope developed DryCore to create a better, safer climbing rope.  The core provides the strength and handling in a rope.  When nylon becomes wet, it
loses critical strength and stretches more.  DryCore is our proprietary solution that coats and impregnates each core fiber so as to significantly reduce water
absorption.  This keeps your rope performing well, and as expected, in all conditions.
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Weight (g/M) 40
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Impact Force 8.7kN
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01 03 08 09 05

1

2921

Hal f
MH

Diameter 8.8

UIAA Falls 9

Impact Force 6.1kN

Dynamic Elong. 32.8%

Weight (g/M) 48

07 03 09

04

1/2

Ion 2
FI

Diameter 9.4

UIAA Falls 5

Impact Force 8.1kN

Dynamic Elong. 35.7%

Weight (g/M) 57

08 06 01

1

28

Nano
FN

Diameter 9.2

UIAA Falls 6

Impact Force 8.5kN

Dynamic Elong. 32.5%

Weight (g/M) 53

07 06 13

1

23

09 03

05

1/2

2 2S T E R L I N Gvisit www.sterlingrope.com for more information or to order online. 
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WEBBINGWEBBING

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN)

Green 01091 300 ft 4000 (17.8)

Neon Yellow 09091 300 ft 4000 (17.8)

Red 08091 300 ft 4000 (17.8)

Orange 07091 300 ft 4000 (17.8)

Purple 03046 300 ft 4000 (17.8)

Black 04091 300 ft 4000 (17.8)

Olive Drab 05091 300 ft 4000 (17.8)

Blue 06091 300 ft 4000 (17.8)

1”  Mi l - Spec  Webbing

HISTORY

Webbing is an essential piece of gear because of its strength-
to-compression ratio, which allows for many different uses.
Webbing slings can be stowed in your pocket and used as
drag straps or as a hasty harness.  Webbing is frequently
used to construct anchors, make gear loops, and create
slings for many other applications. 

Sterling Rope offers a full line of webbing products for rescue,
climbing and utility applications. Webbing is offered in tubular,
flat constructions, on spools or as sewn slings or runners.  We
also offer Dyneema webbing in sewn slings and runners.  All
of Sterling’s webbing products meet the same precise
standards as our rope, since they too are an integral part of
any system.

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN)

Green 01091 300 ft 4496 (20.0)

Yellow 09091 300 ft 4496 (20.0)

Red 08091 300 ft 4496 (20.0)

Orange 07091 300 ft 4496 (20.0)

Silver 14091 300 ft 4496 (20.0)

Purple 03091 300 ft 4496 (20.0)

Black 04091 300 ft 4496 (20.0)

Tan 11091 300 ft 4496 (20.0)

Blue 06091 300 ft 4496 (20.0)

1”  TechTape  Webbing

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN)

Neon Green 01091 300 ft 3000 (13.3)

Red 08091 300 ft 3000 (13.3)

Silver 14091 300 ft 3000 (13.3)

Black 04091 300 ft 3000 (13.3)

Blue 06091 300 ft 3000 (13.3)

11/16”  Tubular  Webbing  

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN)

Blue 06091 300 ft 6000 (26.7)

Yellow 09091 300 ft 6000 (26.7)

1”  Type  18  F la t  Webbing  

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN)

Blue 01091 150 ft 9800 (43.5)

Yellow 09091 150 ft 9800 (43.5)

1”  Type  9800  F la t  Webbing  

2 3S T E R L I N G visit www.sterlingrope.com for more information or to order online. visit www.sterlingrope.com for more information or to order online. 
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WB254TT

WB174NY

WB25418

WB25498

Mil- Spec TechTape 11/16”
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11/16”  Sewn Webbing WB174NY

1”  Sewn F la t  Webbing WB25498

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN)

48” Flat Rabbit Runner RR048 4 ft 8093 (36.0)

72” Flat Rabbit Runner RR072 6 ft 8093 (36.0)

96” Flat Rabbit Runner RR096 8 ft 8093 (36.0)

48” Flat Sling SL048 4 ft 10116 (45.0)

72” Flat Sling SL072 6 ft 10116 (45.0)

96” Flat Sling SL096 8 ft 10116 (45.0)

120” Flat Sling SL120 10 ft 10116 (45.0)

Name Item Number Metric Length MBS lbs (kN)

10” Sling 010 25cm 5170 (23.0)

24” Sling 024 60cm 5170 (23.0)

30” Sling 030 76cm 5170 (23.0)

48” Sling 048 120cm 5170 (23.0)

44” Rabbit Runner RR044 111cm 3260 (14.5)

1/2”  Sewn Dyneema Webbing

1”  Sewn Webbing WB254MS

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN)

10 Loop Daisy Chain DC045 45” 3484 (15.5)

14 Loop Daisy Chain DC059 59” 3484 (15.5)

12” Tubular Sling SL012 1 ft 5170 (23)

24” Tubular Sling SL024 2 ft 5170 (23)

36” Tubular Sling SL036 3 ft 5170 (23)

48” Tubular Sling SL048 4 ft 5170 (23)

Name Item Number Length MBS lbs (kN)

Chain Reactor CR112 44” 3147 (14.0)

Chain Reactor Pro CP132 44” 3147 (14.0)

10 Loop Daisy Chain NYSP042 42” 2922 (13.0)

14 Loop Daisy Chain NYLP068 68” 2922 (13.0)

12” Sling SL012 1 ft 5170 (23.0)

24” Sling SL024 2 ft 5170 (23.0)

30” Sling SL030 2.5 ft 5170 (23.0)

48” Sling SL048 4 ft 5170 (23.0)

Webbing Type: Mil-Spec vs. TechTape™
Both MilSpec and TechTape are tubular nylon webbing.  MilSpec has a ridged construction, easily seen and felt if you run your hand over the
webbing. TechTape is Sterling's design which is slightly stronger than its counterpart and has a smooth feel and finish. TechTape uses a finer
denier in a higher yarn count to make a webbing that is stronger and more supple.

Learning
The Ropes

Weave Type: Tubular vs. Flat
Tubular webbing is quickly identified because of the hollow center.  Tubular webbing is lightweight, strong, and easy to handle. It is commonly
used in the vertical realm for building anchors, but is also carried by rescue personnel to be used as a drag strap or hasty-harness. Tubular
webbing may be constructed on Shuttle or Needle looms. These two designations refer to the type of machine the webbing is manufactured on
and their construction. 

Flat webbing is often stronger, and more abrasion resistant than tubular webbing. The increased strength of flat webbing is often preferred in
harsh and abrasive environments, for use in technical rigging, and in heavy rescue situations. This webbing can also used to build harnesses. Flat
webbing weighs slightly more and can be more difficult to handle than tubular.

2 4S T E R L I N Gvisit www.sterlingrope.com for more information or to order online. 
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Name Part Number Max Rope Diameter Type Color MBS Certification
SR Rescue Pully H- SR Rescue Pully  13 mm Single Gold/Black 32kN NFPA L

SR PMP H-SR PMP 13 mm Single Prusik Minding Gold/Silver 36kN NFPA G

SR PMP2 H-SR PMP2  13 mm Double Prusik Minding Gold/Black/Gold 44kN NFPA G

SR MSP H-SR MSP  11 mm Single Prusik Minding Gold/Blue, Black 17kN CE

SR MDP H-SR MDP 11mm Double Prusik Minding Gold/Black/Red, Black 22kN CE

Pulleys

SR Rescue Pulley

SR PMP

SR PMP2

SR MSP

SR MDP

Name Part Number Color MBS Weight NFPA
SR Swivel H-SR Swivel Black 36kN 13 oz G

The SR Swivel is designed to be positioned between the rope and the load to eliminate twisting of lines. The larger
round hole accepts up to three carabiners to allow for multiple rigging options.  Made from high quality 2024
aluminum, the SR Swivel is lightweight and high strength with a 36kN rating. High strength stainless steel axles
and sealed ball bearings will keep the swivel operating smoothly for years. 

Rigging Plates
The SR Plate is designed to easily organize your work area and provide multiple anchor
points.  Engineered using 6061-T6 aluminum, the SR Plate offers the highest tensile
strength while minimizing weight.  Features include 5 teardrop-shaped connection holes
that help center carabiners within each hole and keep multiple carabiners from
overcrowding a central spot.  The SR Plate is ideal for facilitating a more efficient and
organized rigging system.

Sterling’s pulleys are manufactured with lightweight aluminum plates and sealed ball bearings to keep dirt and water out, allowing smooth
operation and greater efficiency in challenging environments.  The SR MSP and SR MDP are high strength mini pulleys that are great for
mountain rescue, glacier travel, and lightweight/mini haul systems.  The larger pulleys are engineered for ropes up to 13mm in diameter,
are designed for rescue operations, and are certified to NFPA 1983.  

Sterling hardware is made in the USA by Rock Exotica.  Their philosophy and company mission are closely aligned
with Sterling Rope’s core values —manufacturing the most technically advanced and highest quality products
available.  We are now able to offer full rigging solutions for our customers utilizing the best performing rope and
hardware in the industry.  

Swivels

Name Part Number Color MBS Weight NFPA
SR Plate H-SR Plate Black 36kN 13 oz G



 

Name Part Number Major Axis Minor Axis Open Gate Opening Color Shape NFPA CE Key Features
Falcon SL H-FalconSL 25kN 7kN 7kN .95”(24mm) Neon Green, Black Compact Pear N Y Great for belaying  and munter hitches 

Eagle SL H-EagleSL 25kN 7kN 7kN 1.10”(28mm) Blue, Black Pear N Y Size allows for stacking multiple ropes/slings 

Hawk SL H-HawkSL 28kN 7kN 7kN .95”(24mm) Gold, Black D N Y Shape aligns loads along spine, higher MBS

Osprey SL H-OspreySL 23kN 7kN 6kN 1.00”(25mm) Black Oval N Y Shape centers load

Steel SL H-SteelSL 45kN 15kN 18kN 1.20” (30mm) Steel D Y*  N High strength, large gate opening

Carabiners - Screw-Lock

Carabiners - Non-Lock

Name Part Number Major Axis Minor Axis Open Gate Opening Color Shape NFPA CE
SR NLD H-SR NLD 29kN 10kN 9kN 1.05”(27mm) Bronze, Black D N Y

Name Part Number Major Axis Minor Axis Open Gate Opening Color Shape NFPA CE Key Features
Falcon AL H-FalconAL 25kN 7kN 7kN .95”(24mm) Neon Green, Black Compact Pear N Y Great for belaying  and munter hitches 

Eagle AL H-EagleAL 25kN 7kN 7kN 1.05”(27mm) Blue, Black Pear N Y Size allows for stacking multiple ropes/slings 

Hawk AL H-HawkAL 28kN 7kN 7kN .95”(24mm) Gold, Black D N Y Shape aligns loads along spine, higher MBS

Osprey AL H-OspreyAL 23kN 7kN 6kN .95”(24mm) Black Oval N Y Shape centers load

SAFE-D 2 stage C2LPTSR 28kN 11kN 9kN 1.05”(27mm) Gray D Y* N Certified to Light Use, Removable captive eye

SAFE-D 3 stage C2LPASR 28kN 11kN 9kN 1.05”(27mm) Red D Y* N Certified to Light Use, Removable captive eye

Steel AL H-Steel AL 45kN 16kN 18kN 1.20” (30mm) Steel D Y** Y High strength, large gate opening

SR Steel  SLEAGLE SLFALCON SL HAWK SL OSPREY SL

SR Steel  ALEAGLE ALFALCON AL HAWK AL SAFE-D 2 stage OSPREY ALSAFE-D 3 stage

Carabiners - Auto-Lock

f o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n ,  v i s i t w w w . s t e r l i n g r o p e . c o m

Sterling Rope aluminum carabiners all use high quality  7075-T6 Aluminum for the frames and sleeves.  Key lock design
prevents the nose and sleeve from snagging on gear.  The sleeves are precision manufactured for consistent and
smooth action during operation.  All carabiners are proof-loaded and individually inspected to ensure high strength, top
notch quality, and superb gate and sleeve action.  Manufactured in USA.

The SR Steel is a high strength carabiner for technical rescue and industrial applications where high loads are expected.
The SR Steel features a key lock design and has a wide gate opening for stacking multiple ropes or slings.  Manufactured
in USA and certified to NFPA 1983 General-Use. 

Technora is a registered trademark of Teijin Ltd. The F4, F3, and ATS are trademarks of the Sterling Rope Company, Inc.  The F4 and ATS are patent pending.

*Certified to NFPA G

*Certified to NFPA L
**Certified to NFPA G



Sterling Rope Company, Inc.
26 Morin Street
Biddeford, ME 04005 USA
ph. +1 207 282 2550
fax +1 207 282 2655
www.sterlingrope.com Made in the USA. Proven Worldwide.

Descent Control Devices

The F4 is an innovative device that gives firefighters an advanced, yet

simple tool for emergency egress.  This lightweight (6 oz) aluminum

device, with its durable design, is engineered to allow easy horizontal and

controlled vertical movement.  The auto-locking feature adds security

and confidence for a hands-free exit of a structure.  The F4 can be used

by all sizes of firefighters with either left or right hand. Its low profile

shape packs easily in any bag and is available in many different system

configurations.

Designed and developed by Alpine Training Services and Sterling Rope.

When properly used, the ATS offers a wide range of control settings for

canyoneering including a unique self-rescue solution. The curved frame

allows the ATS to be turned so the top wear bar is positioned to add or

minimize friction, complementing a wider range of ropes for single or

double rope rappelling techniques. The four hyper horns allow universal

loading of the brake line so the user can add friction mid descent. The

ATS allows installation of your rope into the device without removing it

from the harness or anchor. The heat rated grommet insert keeps the

device orientated correctly for awkward starts and protects against losing

it during a swimming disconnect.

The ATS can handle all your belayed climbing needs including lead

climbing, bottom and top belays. By hanging the device in the anchor and

using the plate in auto block mode, you can belay two partners at the

same time. The ATS is truly a universal tool for any vertical adventure.

The Sterling Rope R8 is made for high-angle rescue work.  The R8 is larger

than a standard figure 8, which will help the device to dissipate heat

better and be easier to use with larger diameter ropes.  The “ears” or

“horns” will allow for additional friction of the rope when rappelling or

lowering heavier loads and can also be used when tying off.  

The F3 is a smaller, lighter version of the Sterling F4.  This device was

designed to work with our 6mm TRC Technora cord to offer a lightweight,

compact, emergency egress system.   The F3 is engineered with a

double-action lever to give a brake assist in the event of a “panic grab”.

The auto-brake feature allows for a fast and hands-free exit from the

structure.  This is the perfect device for bucket truck evacuations,

emergency rappels or for tactical operations.    

When Sterling began the process to develop a descent control device to work with our fire escape ropes, our goal was to create a

product that was easy to use, compact, and be as light as possible and meet industry specifications.  The result was the F4 (patent

pending), now quickly becoming the preferred device for escape.  The new F3 and ATS are extensions of our work with veteran

trainers, and industry professionals to expand our offering in descent and belay devices.  These have been thoroughly tested and

vetted by experts in various conditions and multiple locations.  All of Sterling Rope’s descent devices are manufactured in the United

States. 

F4

F3

ATS

SR R8

Name Part Number Max Rope Diameter Recommended Use Color Options NFPA
F4 H-F4(color) 9 mm Emergency Egress Red or Black E

F3 H-F3 Approved rope only* Emergency Egress Black -

ATS H-ATS(color) 11 mm Belay, Rappel Green, Red or Black -

SR R8 H-SR R8 13 mm Rappel, Lower Black -

* Training is required for these products.  Call for more details.

*call for further details
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter Diameter Weight Elong. Elong. SWL NFPA
(inches) (millimeters) MBS lb. MBS kN (lb./100’) (10% of MBS) (300 lbs.) (10:1) 1983, 2006 CE

5/16” 9mm 5,193 23.1 4.2 2.6% 1.6% 519 lbs. 3 no

3/8” 10mm 5,980 26.6 5.3 1.7% 1.0% 598 lbs. 3 3

7/16” 11mm 7,666 34.1 6.5 2.9% 1.7% 767 lbs. 3 3

1/2” 13mm 9,082 40.4 8.0 2.0% 0.8% 908 lbs. 3 3

5/8” 16mm 11,959 53.2 12.5 1.8% 0.9% 1,196 lbs. 3 3

Diameter EN 1891 Static Factor 1 Impact Force Elongation Static Strength Sheath Weight Sheath Shrinkage
(millimeters) Type CE Strength Falls Held (at fall factor 0.3) (50kg to 150kg) (with Figure-8 knot) Slippage per Meter Percent. in Water Material

10mm A 3 25.9 kN >5 5.5 kN 3.2% 19.1 kN 0.3% 62.5 g/m 40.3% 2.9% Polyamide (Nylon)

10.5mm A 3 27.2 kN >5 5.5 kN 3.5% 18.8 kN 0.8% 70.4 g/m 46.6% 2.5% Polyamide (Nylon)

11mm A 3 32.5 kN >5 5.8 kN 3.0% 23.4 kN 0.6% 76.6 g/m 45.3% 2.3% Polyamide (Nylon)

Diameter Diameter Weight Elong. NFPA
(inches) (millimeters) MBS lb. MBS kN (lb./100’) (300 lbs.) 1983, 2006

5/16” 8.0mm 1,596 7.1 2.1 7.0% no

3/8” 9.5mm 3,417 15.2 3.3 4.2% 3

7/16” 11.1mm 4,406 19.6 4.3 2.6% no

1/2” 12.5mm 5,755 25.6 5.2 1.8% no

Diameter Diameter Weight Elong. NFPA
(inches) (millimeters) MBS lb. MBS kN (lb./100’) (300 lbs.) 1983, 2006

3/8” 9.5mm 3,282 14.6 3.1 4.2% 3

Diameter Diameter Weight Elong. NFPA
(inches) (millimeters) MBS lb. MBS kN (lb./100’) (300 lbs.) 1983, 2006

1/4” 6.5mm 2,495 11.1 1.3 1.4% no

3/8” 9.5mm 5,260 23.4 3.8 1.2% 3

Diameter Diameter Weight Elong. NFPA
Name (millimeters) (inches) MBS lb. MBS kN (lb./100’) (300 lbs.) 1983, 2006

CanyonTech 9.5mm 5/16” 6,092 27.1 4.2 3.8% no

C-IV 9mm 5/16” 4,653 20.7 3.2 2.0% no

Diameter Diameter Weight Elong. Elong. SWL NFPA
(inches) (millimeters) MBS lb. MBS kN (lb./100’) (10% of MBS) (300 lbs.) (10:1) 1983, 2006 CE

5/16” 9mm 5,260 23.4 3.7 5.2% 3.5% 526 lbs. no no

3/8” 10.1mm 5,822 25.9 4.2 7.6% 4.2% 582 lbs. 3 3

7/16” 11.5mm 6,744 30.0 6.0 6.0% 3.1% 674 lbs. 3 3

1/2” 13mm 9,239 41.1 7.9 7.7% 3.0% 924 lbs. 3 3

5/8” 15.5mm 10,701 47.6 10.3 4.3% 0.8% 1,070 lbs. 3 3

Diameter Weight Elong. SWL NFPA Fibers
Name (millimeters) MBS lb. MBS kN (lb./100’) (10% of MBS) (10:1) 1983, 2006 CE (sheath/core)

RIT 900 6.8mm 4,136 18.4 0.9 4.4% 414 lbs. no no Twaron / NA

RIT Response 9mm 6,969 31.0 4.2 3.9% 697 lbs. 3 3 Twaron / Polyester

SearchLite 7.5mm 3,012 13.4 2.2 2.4% 301 lbs. no no Nylon / Nylon, Technora

Diameter Weight Elong. SWL NFPA Fibers
Name (millimeters) MBS lb. MBS kN (lb./100’) (10% of MBS) (10:1) 1983, 2006 CE (sheath/core)

8mm PER 8mm 3,754 16.7 1.4 4.9% 375 lbs. 3 3 Nylon / Nylon

RIT 500 8mm 5,485 24.4 1.6 6.1% 549 lbs. 3 3 Twaron / Nylon

FireTech32 7.5mm 5,755 25.6 1.5 1.6% 576 lbs. 3 3 Technora / Technora

EscapeTech 7.5mm 3,912 17.4 1.3 5.8% 391 lbs. 3 3 Technora / Nylon

Tactical Response 9.5mm 6,092 27.1 2.1 6.8% 609 lbs. 3 no Technora / Nylon
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UIAA Impact Static Dynamic Sheath Weight
Name Diameter Type Falls Force Elong. Elong. Slippage (gr/M) UIAA CE

Nano 9.2mm 6 8.5kN 7.5% 32.5% 0mm 53 3 3

Ion2 9.4mm 5 8.1kN 9.5% 35.7% 0mm 57 3 3

UIAA Impact Static Dynamic Sheath Weight
Name Diameter Type Falls Force Elong. Elong. Slippage (gr/M) UIAA CE

Pro 10.1mm 6 8.6kN 8.4% 35.3% 0mm 63 3 3

Sport 10.4mm 7 9.3kN 8.4% 29.4% 0mm 69 3 3

Ultra 10.7mm 8 8.6kN 9.0% 36.1% 0mm 70 3 3

Mega 11.2mm 9 8.7kN 9.4% 30.8% 15mm 79 3 3

UIAA Impact Static Dynamic Sheath Weight
Name Diameter Type Falls Force Elong. Elong. Slippage (gr/M) UIAA CE

Ice Thong 7.7mm 12 10.6kN 7.8% 28.1% 0mm 40 3 3

Duetto 8.4mm 6 6.5kN 11.0% 31.6% 0mm 45 3 3

Marathon Half 8.8mm 9 6.1kN 11.0% 32.8% 0mm 48 3 3

Nano (as half) 9.2mm >20 6.4kN 7.5% 32.7% 0mm 53 3 3

UIAA Impact Static Dynamic Sheath Weight
Name Diameter Type Falls Force Elong. Elong. Slippage (gr/M) UIAA CE

Velocity 9.8mm 6 8.8kN 8.6% 26.4% 0mm 62 3 3

Kosmos 10.2mm 8 8.8kN 7.6% 31.1% 0mm 67 3 3

Nylon Nylon
Diameter MBS lbs. MBS kN

6mm 2,810 12.5

6mm PC 4,496 20.2

7mm 4,833 21.5

8mm 5,170 23.0

9mm 5,170 23.0

Polyester Polyester CE 
Diameter MBS lbs. MBS kN MBS lbs. MBS kN EN 564

2mm 225 1.0 n/a n/a n/a

2.5mm Twaron 786 3.5 n/a n/a n/a

2.75mm 270 1.2 n/a n/a n/a

3mm 472 2.1 517 2.3 n/a

4mm 1,034 4.6 1,056 4.75 n/a

5mm 1,169 5.2 1,059 4.71 3

6mm 1,978 8.8 n/a n/a 3

6mm PC* 4,789 21.3 n/a n/a 3

6mm XTec** 4,721 21.0 n/a n/a n/a

6mm TRC*** 3,484 15.5 n/a n/a n/a

7mm 2,788 12.4 n/a n/a 3

8mm 3,934 17.5 n/a n/a 3

8mm Prusik 3,260 14.5 n/a n/a n/a

9mm 3,057 13.6 n/a n/a n/a

Diameter MBS lbs. MBS kN

1” Mil-Spec Tubular 4,000 17.8

1” Tech Tape Tubular 4,496 20.0

11/16” Tubular 3,000 13.3

1” Type 18 Flat 6,000 26.7

1” Type 9800 Flat 9,800 43.5

Diameter MBS lbs. MBS kN

1” Mil-Spec Tubular 5,170 23

1” TechTape Tubular 5,170 23

1” 9800 Flat 10,116 45

11/16” Tubular 5,170 23

1/2” Dyneema 5,170 23

Diameter MBS lbs. MBS kN

1” Mil-Spec Rabbit 3,928 17.5

1” Mil-Spec Daisy 3,484 15.5

1” 9800 Rabbit 8,093 36

11/16” Daisy 2,922 13

Chain Reactor 3,147 14

1/2” Dyneema Rabbit 3,260 14.5

DAISY CHAINS, RABBIT RUNNERS, CHAIN REACTOR pg. 24

Diameter MBS lbs. MBS kN

6mm XTec 3,147 14

6mm TRC 3,147 14

8mm PER 3,934 17.5

8mm ACC 3,934 17.5

9mm ACC 2,922 13

9mm SS 4,159 18.5

3/8” SS 5,395 24

7/16” SS 5,732 25.5

1/2” SS 7,868 35

5/8” SS 9,104 40.5

Diameter MBS lbs. MBS kN

9mm HTP 5,058 22.5

3/8” HTP 5,170 23

7/16” HTP 6,519 29

1/2” HTP 7,756 34.5

RIT 900 3,035 13.5

RIT Response 3,147 14

RIT 500 3,147 14

FireTech 32 3,147 14

EscapeTech 3,147 14

Marathon Lanyard 4,496 20

Y-Knot Lanyard 4,271 19

* PowerCord - Nylon sheath, Technora core
** XTec - 100% Technora
*** TRC - Technora sheath, Nylon core

MBS numbers for sewn cord (loops, prusiks and eyes) and webbing slings,

“chains” or rabbit runners, are generated from third party or in-house test data

and represent typical breaking strength.  For the most up to date technical

specifications, please visit  sterlingrope.com for more information.



TRADEMARKS

Twaron and Technora are registered trademark of Teijin Ltd. Dyneema is a
registered trademark of DSM Dyneema B.V. Kevlar and Nomex are registered
trademarks of DuPont. DryCore, Fusion: Nano, Ion Evolution: Kosmos,
Velocity, Ice Thong, Duetto, Marathon, SuperStatic, HTP, SafetyPro,
CanyonTech, C-IV, Chain Reactor, Hollow Block, SafetyGlo, Waterline,
GrabLine, UltraLine, PowerCord, ProArid, Better Braid Technology, Wicked
Good Rope Wash, GloCord, TrailGlo, ZIPS, and are all trademarks of Sterling
Rope Company, Inc.

Sterling Rope is a certified 
ISO 9001 company. 

WARNING

High angle operations, fire rescue and technical rope work are potentially
hazardous activities and cannot be made safe.  Any person using Sterling
equipment in any manner is personally responsible for learning the proper
techniques involved, and assumes all risks and accepts full and complete
responsibility for any and all damages or injuries of any kind, including
death, which may result from misuse of any Sterling equipment.    

THANK YOU

Special thanks to the photo contributions from Jan Holan - Skala, Reed
Thorne - Ropes That Rescue, Susan Atlas - Atlas Outfitters, Capt. Eric
Dunn - Portland, ME Fire Department, FF Chris Tillotson - Portland, ME
Fire Department, and Eric McCallister-McCallister Designs. 

SUPPORT

Sterling Rope is a proud supporter of National Fallen Firefighters
Foundation, MRA, SPRAT, AWEA, NATE, NFPA, AMGA, IRATA and FOOLs. 

NO-HASSLE POLICY

We guarantee our ropes to be free of defects, under normal wear and tear
and proper use.  Ropes, however, do not last forever.  Climbing and
technical rope work exposes ropes to abrasion, fatigue, sunlight, and
constant loading. Severe falls, lack of protection over an edge, exposure
to excessive temperatures, chemicals or improper use will shorten the life
span of any rope.  These scenarios, while unusual, point to the importance
of checking and protecting your rope.  Sterling reserves the right to
inspect your rope before replacing it or refunding your money.  Sterling is
committed to supporting you to enhance your overall experience with
each Sterling product.  This dedication to excellence has awarded Sterling
Rope the highest rating  in customer service. 

26 Morin Street Biddeford, ME 04005 
Ph. 207.282.2550 Fax 207.282.2655

www.sterlingrope.com
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